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Abstract    

This paper presents an experimental method to follow in-situ the chains network alteration of 

filled vulcanized rubbers induced by deformation. Macroscopic damage is first investigated on a 

series of EPDM by quantifying void fraction via Digital Image Correlation (DIC). In-situ DIC 

void fraction and the swollen pore fraction measured ex situ, i.e. on mechanically tested 

specimen, show analogous dependence on applied deformation. From such observation, Flory-

Rehner equation is used by substituting fraction of swollen specimen by DIC void fraction to 

access to in-situ changes in network chains density, ν. Below the stretching ratio λ=3, reversible 

voids and accompanied by slight decrease of ν. Above λ=3, irreversible voids are associated 

with significant decrease of ν. Transition from reversible to irreversible voiding is finally 

ascribed to increased pore size of damaged elastically active chains network domains, as 

revealed by ex situ thermoporosimetry. 
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1. Introduction  

Ethylene-propylene-diene-terpolymer rubber (EPDM) is one of the most attractive synthetic 

rubbers due to its outstanding resistance to aging and ozone combined with its strong ability to 

be extended with fillers and oil plasticizers. 1 It provides mechanical performances adapted to a 

large number of industrial applications. In tire sidewall, EPDM plays a major role to prevent 

dynamic propagation of crack due to its ozone resistance. 2,3 In nuclear power plants, EPDM 

serves as insulation of electric cables owing their ability to resist irradiation. 4 Recycling EPDM 

is then a crucial industrial challenge. 5 Because of weak penetration of devulcanization agents in 

the rubber matrix, mechanical devulcanization is a more promising route than chemical 

devulcanization. 6 

Mechanical devulcanization is assumed to convert mechanical work into molecular debonding or 

into an increase in temperature able to break some covalent bonds. In any case, the first step 

consists of physical breakage and dispersion into small pieces. Understanding the mechanisms at 

molecular scale responsible for this macroscopic failure is hence of great importance. The 

understanding of elementary processes involved in the deformation of given rubbers can be 

partly achieved by a systematic study at intermediate mesoscale to investigate the relationship 

between macroscopic observation and molecular mechanisms. 

One approach consists of in-situ characterization of temperature and strain field during 

mechanical tests that combine Infrared thermography (IR) and Digital Image Correlation (DIC) 

respectively. These two techniques are often coupled to give insights on thermomechanical 

behaviour of polymeric systems. 7, 8, 9 However, their combination to access potential damage is 

not systematically discussed. Damage is a dilatational mechanism, associated with void creation 

and hence generates a raise of volumetric strain accessible by DIC. 10,11 Part of mechanical 
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dissipation originates from damage, and is further converted into heat. 12 In rubbery materials, 

energy dissipation has an essential role in fracture mechanisms 13 and damage can be 

distinguished from other dissipative contributions as proposed in ref. 14  

 At molecular scale, filled vulcanized rubbers contain various types of network bonds such as 

chemical cross-links, physical rubber-filler bonds, chains entanglements. The structure and 

heterogeneities of such complex network in carbon-black filled EPDM has been widely 

discussed. 15,16 The associated damage can find various origins: chains scission, sulphur-bond 

breakage, decohesion at filler-rubber interface, filler-filler rupture, 17 molecules slippage at fillers 

surface. 18 

Fillers and vulcanization systems both have a dominant role in damage mechanisms in filled 

vulcanized rubber. Rigid fillers significantly accelerate voiding via strain amplification, and 

occurs at filler/rubber interface due to a high hydrostatic stress. 11,19, 20 Vulcanization, by 

modifying the average end-to-end distance between chains, controls the local chains extension 

upon macroscopic strain which, in turn, tends to increase elastic strain energy associated with 

void nucleation that subsequently grows and transforms into cracks. 19, 20,21  

The relationship between chains network damage and macroscopic mechanical behaviour of 

filled vulcanized rubber is however difficult to clarify as it strongly depends on the filler system 

(nature, size, spatial distribution), the rubber system 22 (chemical nature, molecular weight, 

entanglements density),  the filler-rubber interface, the vulcanization system (peroxide or sulphur 

vulcanized with mono, or poly sulfidic bonds), and the experimental conditions 23 (temperature, 

strain rate). Mullins suggested that voids formed around Zn oxides clusters resulting from 

incomplete vulcanization are mainly responsible for voiding during loading at high strain rate. 24 

Swelling of filled vulcanized Natural Rubber (NR) and Styrene-Butadiene Rubber (SBR) that 
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undergo single loading reveal relative decrease of 15% of network chains density, ν, 22,23 

compare to the value for virgin rubber for a strain rate of 0.4 s-1. More drastic thermo-mechanical 

solicitations like High Shear Mixing (HSM) yield in a decrease of ν  by more than 70%, partially 

due to chemical crosslink breakage. 6 Due to the significant modification of chains network 

during the mechanical solicitation of rubber systems, many physically based models have been 

developed like mechanochemistry that incorporates strain induced network alteration. 25,26,27,28  

In spite of a large number of experimental studies and mechanical modelling, relationship 

between network chains damage and macroscopic damage in rubbers is still not systematically 

investigated and requires an adapted experimental methodology. To this aim, a multi-scale 

approach is used in this paper. Strain and thermal fields measured on the local surface of the 

specimens are tracked in situ, i.e. during tensile cycles. Three vulcanized EPDM and one 

unvulcanized EPDM are studied. Their network chain densities are measured ex situ by swelling. 

We highlight an equivalence between void fraction obtained by DIC and swollen pores fraction 

measured by swelling and propose a method to identify the alteration of chains network in situ, 

i.e. during the rubber deformation. Chains network damage has been found to be associated with 

a transition from reversible to irreversible voiding mechanisms at a certain stretching ratio. We 

ascribed such transition to thermal stability of irreversible cavities consistent with an observed 

rise in size of damaged areas of rubber network measured by DSC thermoporosimetry. 

2. Materials and experiments 

2.1. Materials composition and processing 

The materials are extended oil carbon black filled EPDM (Keltan 5470) obtained by sulphur 

vulcanization of the gum. They contain 70% in mass of Ethylene and 4.6% of ethylidene 

norbornene (ENB). The crystalline fraction estimated from Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
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(DSC) is found less than 3% wt. for all materials. All materials contain 80 phr (80g per 100 g of 

rubber) of carbon black (N550), 65 phr of paraffin oil, 4 phr of calcium oxide, 5 phr of zinc 

oxide, 1 phr of stearine, 2 phr of PE 6 4000. The vulcanization components are the following: 

1.2phr of sulfur (75%), 1 phr of mercaptobenzothiazole (MBT 75%), 0.8% phr of 

mercaptobenzothiazole disulfide (MBTS 75%), 1.2 phr of N-cyclohexyl-2-

benzothiazolesulfenamide (CBS 75%), 1.5 phr of zinc dialkyl dithiophosphate (ZDTP 70%). The 

rubbers are processed in an internal mixer. Sample sheets are then obtained by curing in a hot 

press at high temperature. As shown in table 1, different curing conditions are used to obtain 

vulcanized rubbers with different network chain densities, ν. EPDM-1 and EPDM-3 have been 

cured at 140°C for 15 minutes and 255 minutes respectively so that the torque reaches 50% and 

100% of maximum RPA. EPDM-2 has been cured at 170°C for 15 minutes so that the torque 

reaches 100% of maximum RPA. The ratio of accelerators over sulphur corresponds to efficient 

vulcanization system (EV), where the proportion of mono and disulfidic crosslinks is higher than 

for conventional vulcanization systems (CONV). Dumbbell-shaped samples, with a 15 mm 

gauge length (L0), 6 mm thickness and 10 mm width, are then machined for mechanical testing. 

Material Code EPDM-0 EPDM-1 EPDM-2 EPDM-3 

Curing temperature 

(°C) 

X 140 170 140 

Curing time (min) X 15 15 255 

ν (x10-4mol.cm-3) No meas. 1.34 2.85 3.67 

Table 1. Recipes and network chain density, ν, of elastically active chains estimated from swelling measurements 
(in 10-4 mol.cm-3). ν has not been measured in the case of EPDM-0 as it is transforms into a gel soluble in 
cyclohexane during swelling experiments.  

2.2. Temperature and strain field measurement  
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Mechanical tests are performed on an electromechanical tensile test machine INSTRON 5960. 

Rubber samples are stretched and unstretched at room temperature. The nominal tensile strain 

rate chosen for these tests is 1s-1. The displacement fields on the front and side faces of the 

sample are recorded using a four-cameras system which consists of two-pairs systems (Figure 1). 

Like for a single stereovision-system, each camera pair is set up independently of the other one. 

Both systems are then placed in the same coordinate system using a calibration target. A low 

sampling rate of cameras (10 Hz) is chosen to ensure a low nominal strain increment between 

two images and make strain tracking more accurate. Front and side surfaces of the samples are 

coated with a white spray paint to generate a random speckle pattern. The series of images are 

post-processed using VIC-3D software package. 29 3D DIC displacement data is converted into 

strain values with λ1 the stretching ratio in the tensile direction, λ2 and λ3 are the transversal 

stretching ratios in the directions of the sample width and thickness respectively. More details on 

the choice of DIC parameters are provided in ref. 30 

 

Figure 1. (a) Experimental thermomechanical set-up based on two independent stereo-vision systems to measure 
simultaneously strain fields on front and side surfaces of specimen and infra-red camera to measure temperature 
field on the front face of same specimen, (b) temperature field measured on the front face at various strains (white 
area indicates highest temperature), (c) longitudinal and transverse strain fields analysed on front and side faces of 
the specimen for a given macroscopic deformation. 
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The transversal and longitudinal strains are homogeneous in the center of the sample and 

significantly decrease close to the clamping zones (Figure 1c). The strain fields in both front and 

side surfaces are obtained from a region of interest (ROI) in the central part of the sample. The 

true stress is defined as the ratio between the applied force F and the specimen cross section: 

 𝜎𝑇 =
𝐹

𝐿0𝑒0λ2λ3
 

 

(1) 

where L0 is the initial length and e0 the initial width. The volumetric strain ∆V/V0 is defined as: 

∆𝑉/𝑉0 = λ1λ2λ3 − 1 (2) 

For some tests performed at the highest stretching ratios, strain field in the thickness of the 

sample can be difficult to extract, due to strong reduction of thickness and too few pixels to be 

analysed. However, we found that the relationship ε3=1.1ε2 between transverse deformations 

remains constant during the specimen axial deformation. Such weak transversal anisotropy is 

expected from processing conditions (calendaring), and consistent with previous observations. 31 

Volumetric strain can then be deduced for the highest stretching ratios assuming such relation 

being verified.  

Trace of self-heating generated in the sample is recorded on its surface during the deformation 

using FLIR SC5000 camera. Temperature field is analysed on the front face of the specimen with 

ALTAIR software in the same ROI than for DIC analysis. Rubber samples stretched at different 

maximum strains are then stored after unloading at room temperature before performing ex situ 

swelling and thermoporosimetry. 

2.3. Swelling  
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Swelling experiments using cyclohexane as a solvent are performed to determine the network 

chains density of the undeformed and mechanically tested EPDM specimens. Each sample is 

immersed in solvent for 72 h and the solvent is changed every 24 h. After 72 h the swollen mass 

of each sample (𝑚𝑠) is measured. Then, the samples are placed in an oven under vacuum at 70°C 

during 6 h to remove the solvent. The mass of the dry samples (𝑚𝑑) are then measured. The 

swelling ratio of the specimen Q is calculated as follows: 

𝑄 =

𝑚𝑠 −𝑚𝑑
𝜌𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣

𝑚𝑠 − 𝑚𝑑
𝜌𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑣

+ 𝑚𝑑
𝜌

 
(3) 

With ρsolv=0.778g.cm-3 is the density of the solvent and ρ the density of dry rubber specimen 

after de-swelling under vacuum. Like for DIC volumetric strain, volumetric strain for swelling 

experiments ∆Q/Q0 is defined as: 

∆𝑄(λ)
𝑄0

=
 𝑄(λ) − 𝑄0

𝑄0
 

(4) 

with 𝑄(λ) denotes the swelling ratio of a specimen mechanically tested up to λ and 𝑄0 =

𝑄(λ = 1) the swelling ratio of a virgin specimen (undeformed). For filled compounds the Kraus 

correction 33 is used to account for the contribution of filler in swelling ratio. Qr is the swelling 

ratio of the rubber matrix defined as follows: 

𝑄𝑟 =
𝑄 − 𝜑
1 − 𝜑

 (5) 

with ϕ is the volume fraction of fillers calculated as: 
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𝜑 =

𝑚𝑐
𝜌𝑐

𝑚𝑐
𝜌𝑐

+
𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑙
𝜌𝑝𝑜𝑙

 
(6) 

𝑚c and ρc=1.87g.cm-3 are the dried mass and density of carbon black respectively. 𝑚pol and ρpol 

are the dried mass and density of polymer respectively measured after deswelling in vacuum. 

Krauss correction in Equation 5 assumes non-adhesion of the fillers to the rubbery matrix, hence 

creating vacuole. Such assumption is realistic in the frame of our study because swelling is 

performed on both virgin and mechanically tested specimen whose damage are partly ascribed to 

decohesion mechanisms, as will be discussed in the following. The average network chain 

density is then calculated from swelling experiments and the Flory-Rehner equation: 32 

𝜐 =
𝑙𝑛(1 − 𝑣2) + 𝑣2 + 𝜒1𝑣22

𝑉1(−𝑣2
1
3 + 2

𝑓 𝑣2)
 (7) 

With 𝑣2 = 1/𝑄𝑟. V1=108 cm3/mol-1 is the molar volume of the solvent (cyclohexane), χ1 is the 

Flory-Huggins polymer solvent dimensionless interaction term (χ1 is equal to 0.353 for the 

EPDM-toluene system). The ratio 2/f is associated with the phantom model that assumes spatial 

fluctuation of crosslinks (non-affine) used for high deformation ratios. f, the crosslink 

functionality, is chosen equal to 4.  

2.4. Thermoporosimetry 

When crystallized, solvent molecules constrained to small volumes form relatively small 

crystallites and which therefore exhibit lower melting temperatures than the infinite crystal. 

Practically, NR samples are put into a solvent (cyclohexane) during 72 h to reach the swelling 

equilibrium. They are then carefully extracted and put into an aluminium crucible. A Perkin 

Elmer Pyris diamond DSC is used. First, the sample is cooled down to - 50°C at 10°C/min 
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followed by an isothermal step at –50°C during 2 min. The sample is then heated at 10°C.min-1 

up to 30°C. When temperature increases, the first peaks (or series of peaks) that appear 

corresponds to the melting of the cyclohexane entrapped in the network. The last peak (around 

10°C) corresponds to the melting point of free cyclohexane (i.e. in excess). Melting peaks are 

deconvoluted by use of asymmetric Lorentzian functions (Figure S4a). After removal of free 

solvent melting peak (Figure S4b), the intensity is normalized by the swollen weight. The 

procedure is described in reference 34. Based on Gibbs-Thompson equation, the pore size L is 

related to the melting temperature Tm by: 

𝑇𝑚° − 𝑇𝑚 =  
2𝜎𝑆𝐿𝑇𝑚°
𝐿𝛥𝐻𝑓𝑓

 (8) 

With 𝜎𝑆𝐿 is the solid-liquid surface energy,  𝑇𝑚° is the melting temperature of the free solvent 

and 𝛥𝐻𝑓 = 6.3 𝐽.𝑔−1 is the melting enthalpy of the solvent. The normalized pore size is given 

by:  

𝐿
𝐿𝑓

=
𝑇𝑚0 − 𝑇𝑓
𝑇𝑚0 − 𝑇

 (9) 

With Tf and Lf correspond to the melting temperature and the size of the largest pores entrapped 

in the network respectively. It should be noted that the absolute value of Lf is not accessible from 

thermoporosimetry. Hence in the following, the normalized pore size L/Lf, instead the absolute 

pore size L, will be employed to discuss on the effect of both crosslink density and stretching 

ratio on pores size. After derivation of equation 9, the normalized intensity distribution of the 

pore size is given by: 
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𝐼𝑛 =
1
𝑚
𝑑𝐻
𝑑𝑇

�𝑇𝑚0 − 𝑇�
2

𝐿𝑓
 (10) 

Lf value being unknown, the intensity I=LfIn is hence plotted instead In to account for the pore 

size distribution. An example of the plot I=f(L/Lf) is provided in Figure S4c. The average 

normalized pore size is then calculated as the L/Lf value associated with half of the area under the 

normalized signal (denoted by the vertical line in Figure S4c). 

2.5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Fractured surfaces of specimens subjected to tensile test were analysed by a Carl Zeiss AG 

SUPRA 40 electron scanning microscope. Electrons are collected by in-lens detector. A working 

distance of 5 mm and an acceleration voltage is 3keV are used. Samples are coated with carbon 

to avoid charging. Working distance of 9.9 mm is used for EDX analysis and the determination 

of the chemical composition. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Macroscopic damage via strain-induced thermal and volume changes 

Thermomechanical characterization of unvulcanized and vulcanized filled rubbers subjected to 

mechanical cycles up to various stretching ratios, λ, and at high strain rate (1 s-1) has been 

performed (Figure 2 and Supplementary Figures S1-S3). Stress-stretching ratio loading-

unloading curves exhibit classical mechanical hysteresis (Figure 2a, Supplementary Figures S1a-

S3a). Evidence for energy dissipation exists but strain appears to be mostly geometrically 

reversible. Such energy is converted into heat. Figures 2b and Supplementary Figures S1b-S3b 

display the evolution of self-heating with the stretching ratio. Self-heating, ∆T, gradually 
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increases on the sample surface during loading and decreases during unloading with positive 

hysteresis. A negative loop is observed in all EPDM for λ>4. 

These dissipative mechanisms can find several origins. First, it should be noted that the 

contribution of crystal plasticity to dissipative mechanisms is negligible due to the weak 

crystalline fraction (less than 3% wt.) and strain-induced crystallization is unlikely due to 

paraffin oil that impedes molecular ordering, as shown in polyisoprene 35 and cis-1,4 

polybutadiene 36. Dissipative mechanisms are hence rather ascribed to a high viscosity owing the 

presence of fillers 37,38 as well as the damage associated with voiding. 14  

Damage can occur due to strain amplification and stress concentration in the vicinity of fillers 

and filled rubbers generally exhibit large amount of voids. 39,21 Digital Image Correlation (DIC) 

is used to measure volumetric strain that characterizes voiding volume fraction depending on 

applied deformation (Figure 2c, Figures S1c-S3c). Below λ =1.5, the absence of volumetric 

strain attests for rubber incompressibility in the elastic regime (ν = 0.499). 40 However, above λ 

=1.5, volumetric strain significantly increases as a function of stretching ratio, proving non-

isochoric deformation. For λ <3, increase in volumetric strain could be reversible, though not 

elastic. For λ >3, volumetric strain is not recovered within the duration of test. This suggests the 

appearance of irreversible deformation mechanisms is likely associated with voids, which could 

not be closed upon unloading.  
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Figure 2. True stress (a), self-heating (b) and volumetric strain (c) during uniaxial cyclic test performed on EPDM-2 
at room temperature and at the strain rate 1s-1.  

Studying the relationship between mechanical energy and self-heating is required to identify 

viscous and damage contributions to dissipative mechanisms (Figure 3). Thermomechanical 

coupling describes reversible and irreversible deformation processes. The integration of 

reversible mechanisms to time over one cycle is zero. If adiabatic conditions prevail, as in the 

case of high-strain rate loading, and the thermo-elastic coupling is neglected, the heat equation 

integrated with time can be written as:  

𝜌𝐶𝑝∆𝑇 = 𝐸𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠 = 𝐸1 + 𝐸2 (11) 

where Cp, is the heat capacity (J.g-1°C-1) and ρ is the bulk density (g.cm-3) of EPDM materials. 

Ediss is the energy dissipated over a cycle, measured as the difference of area under the loading 

and unloading curves. E1 and E2 are the heat production due to mechanical irreversibility, bulk 

viscosity and damage respectively. Ediss and ∆T both increase with stretching ratio and network 

chains density (Figure 3a-b). In a certain energy range (from 0 to 15 MJ.m-3), relationship 

between ∆T and Ediss follows a unique curve regardless of the network chains density,ν (Figure 

3c). Assuming similar Cp, and ρ for all tested materials, this means that the same quantity of 
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mechanical energy is transferred into heat, and that respective contributions of viscosity and 

damage to dissipation do not depend on the network chains density for this energy range. For a 

higher energy range (above 15 MJ.m-3), slight upturns of self-heating are observed for the 

vulcanized EPDM (Figure 3c). This attests for a predominance of one of the two main 

contributions to heat dissipation, which is accelerated with increased network chains density. 

This contribution should be damage because of higher stress concentration in the rubbery matrix 

due to higher density of sulphur-bonds and trapped entanglements. Contrarily, such upturn is 

prevented in the unvulcanized EPDM which can accommodate the stress up to very large 

deformation owing strong viscosity contribution to mechanical dissipation, via disentanglement 

or filler network deformation.  

 

  

Figure 3. (a) dissipated energy vs. stretching ratio, (b) self-heating accumulated at maximum strain during loading, 
λ,vs. stretching ratio, (c) self-heating vs. dissipated energy for EPDM-0, EPDM-1, EPDM-2 and EPDM-3. 
Dissipated energy is calculated from the area under the curve of the cyclic tests (Figure 2a, Supplementary Figures 
S1a-S3a). 

Relationship between damage mechanisms and network chains density,ν, is investigated by 

comparing volumetric strain behaviour for all EPDM. True stress, volumetric strain, tangent 

modulus and volumetric strain rate are plotted in Figure 4. Expectedly, tensile strength increases 
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with ν (Figure 4a), obtained by increasing curing temperature: no vulcanization (EPDM-0), 

vulcanization at 140°C (EPDM-1) and vulcanization at 170°C (EPDM-2). However, tensile 

strength levels off for the rubber with the highest crosslink density (EPDM-3). This can be 

explained by polysulfidic bonds, that favour chains mobility yielding higher tensile strength, 41 

predominant at low curing times (EPDM-1 and EPDM-2) but which transform into mono and 

disulfidic bonds 42 with increasing curing time (EPDM-3) yielding in decreased tensile strength.  

The tangent modulus provides an estimate of stiffness at a given stretching ratio (Figure 4b). It 

first decreases with stretching ratio which is consistent with Gaussian behaviour, 𝜎 = 𝐸/3 (𝜆 −

1/𝜆2), E being the elastic modulus. At an inflexion point around λ=1.5, experimental trend 

deviates from the Gaussian theory. The stretching ratio at inflexion point can be interpreted as 

the macroscopic stretching ratio associated with the limit extensibility of the shortest chains that 

contribute to the elastically active network. 43 This stretching ratio being close for all materials, 

similar length of the shortest chains between bonds of the network is expected. While swelling 

provides an average value of chains length, network heterogeneities are expected in sulphur-

cured filled EPDM due to numerous macromolecular interactions, 15,16 justifying a certain 

distribution of chains length as also shown in our materials by thermoporosimetry experiments 

(see section 2.4, Figure 10 and Supplementary Figure S4). In the case of unvulcanized EPDM-0, 

the chains network elasticity is activated via trapped entanglements and rubber-filler interactions. 

Volumetric strain onset (Figure 4d) is concomitant to stretching ratio at inflexion point (Figure 

4b). Onset of volumetric strain is hence assumed to be associated with breakage of short chains 

domains due to their high level of stress concentration. Voiding onset occurs at early stage of 

deformation for unvulcanized EPDM-0. Due to the absence of moulding and curing step in hot-
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press, pre-existing stable micro-voids before mechanical testing is expected to favour void 

growth in that material. 

Above the stretching ratio at inflexion point, volumetric strain increases faster with increased 

average network chains density (Figure 4c-d).  Such trend is consistent with previous findings 

from the literature. 19,20 Increased volumetric strain up to failure traduces damage that involves 

domains containing longer and longer chains successively stretched up to breakage. Hence, as 

suggested above, contrarily to volumetric strain onset dominated by local short chains damage, 

damage at larger strains is more dominated by the alteration of the average network chains 

density (Table 1). One might note that the maximum volumetric strain is observed for the 

unvulcanized EPDM (EPDM-0) owing its ability to undergo large strain without macroscopic 

failure. Total void volume fraction in that material is even likely underestimated because voids 

that pre-exist to stretching are not counted in volumetric strain.  

Strain to failure decreases by increasing the network chains density, ν. In the strain range 

preceding macroscopic failure of vulcanized EPDM, tangent modulus upturn indicates strain 

hardening (arrows in Figure 4b) while unvulcanized EPDM is subjected to strain softening. 

These upturns are concomitant with volumetric strain rate upturns observed in vulcanized EPDM 

(arrows in Figure 4d) indicating a dramatic acceleration of damage. Such acceleration can partly 

explain previously observed heat upturns that occur at same deformation levels (Figure 3c). 
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Figure 4. (a) True stress, (b) tangent modulus (calculated as the derivative of stress over strain) vs. stretching ratio, 
(c) volumetric strain vs. stretching ratio and (d) rate of volumetric strain (calculated as the derivative of volumetric 
strain over strain) vs. stretching ratio. Arrows indicate upturns related to slope changes of stress and volumetric 
strain. 

The permanent longitudinal and volumetric strain obtained after loading-unloading tests are 

presented in Figure 5. Fully reversible volumetric strain is observed for an applied stretching 

ratio λ <3 independently of the tested EPDM specimens (Figure 5a). For λ>3, volumetric strain 

becomes irreversible within the experimental time suggesting that voids remain open. The 

transition from reversible to irreversible voiding mechanisms is associated with a change in the 

slope of permanent longitudinal deformation at λ≈ 3 (Figure 5b) and can be explained by the 

contribution of deformed domains containing voids to the macroscopic longitudinal deformation. 

The following section will provide an interpretation of such transition at network chains scale. 
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Figure 5. (a) Volumetric strain and (b) Stretching ratio measured right after unloading for EPDM-0, EPDM-1, 
EPDM-2 and EPDM-3 showing a transition from reversible to irreversible damage at λ=3 within the experimental 
time. 

3.2. Damage at micro and molecular scale 

Damage at micro and molecular scales are accessible via the observation of fractured surface 

(Figure 6) and solvent swelling behaviour (Figure 7-10). SEM images of fractured surface of 

mechanically tested specimen (EPDM-2) show fracture lines propagated in the rubbery matrix 

(Figure 6a). Observations at high magnitude reveal hundred nanometre sized carbon black fillers 

well dispersed in the rubbery matrix (Figure 6b). Fracture propagation lines are somewhat 

deviated by the fillers, that mostly remain attached to the rubber matrix while a few of them are 

debonded. Rigid micro-particles of ZnO and CaO (Figure 6a,c) are residual components resulting 

from the incomplete vulcanization. Micro-voids in the vicinity of these clusters can result from 

their decohesion to the rubbery matrix and have been suggested to be initiators of macroscopic 

failure in filled rubber when subjected to fatigue. 21 Decohesion of fillers and rigid clusters partly 

contribute to voiding mechanisms quantified by volumetric strain (Figure 4c). Decohesion 

creates vacuoles surrounding rigid clusters or fillers which would then grow into larger voids. 
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Additionally, void nucleation is also expected to occur in the rubber matrix constrained between 

the filler aggregates due to high hydrostatic stress. 44 Regarding large voids fractions (Figure 4c), 

voiding does not remain localized at filler/rubber interface, but void growth should occur and 

necessarily accompanied by alteration of chains network of the rubber matrix as discussed in the 

following. 

 
Figure 6. (a),(b) SEM images of cross-section of fractured EPDM-2 sample, (c) SEM-EDX images on sample 
EPDM-2. In red are highlighted the principal zones showing cavities. Zinc, Calcium and Oxygen have been 
identified with EDX mapping in zones containing cavities. 

Increased DIC volumetric strain with applied deformation should translate voiding mechanisms 

at molecular and network chains scale. To assess this, the fraction of porosities at network chains 

scale is quantified by swelling (Figures 7-8) and DSC thermoporosimetry (Figures 9-10) 

performed on vulcanized materials mechanically tested up to different λ. Swelling ratio first 

slightly increases up to a critical value λ=3 for all vulcanized EPDM (Figure 7a). Above such 

critical value, slopes break-down indicates higher increase of Q traducing an overall increase of 

volume fraction of swollen areas in the specimens with applied deformation. The slopes change 

coincides with transition from reversible to irreversible voiding (Figure 5a). Q tends to level off 
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for EPDM-1 and EPDM-3 and even decrease for EPDM-2 for the higher deformations. To 

further evaluate the relationship between DIC volumetric strain and swelling behaviour, we 

define a volumetric strain for swelling experiments, ∆Q/Q0 , as defined in equation 4 in section 

2.3, with Q the swelling ratio of a specimen that experiences mechanical testing and Q0 the 

swelling ratio of un-tested material. ∆Q/Q0  is plotted versus ∆V/V0 obtained at various λ 

(unfilled data points, Figure 7b). ∆Q/Q0  follows ∆V/V0 regardless of the tested materials up to a 

value around 10%. For values of ∆V/V0 higher than 10%, ∆Q/Q0  reaches a threshold. Several 

sources of error can be identified when measuring swelling ratio on stretched specimen. First, 

decohesion between clusters and rubbery matrix (Figure 6c) can yield to an overestimate of 

rubber swelling due to creation of vacuoles at cluster interface. 45 Regarding their low volume 

fraction, their impact on Q(λ) and ∆Q/Q0 is negligible here. More important is the presence of 

voids in specimens stretched up to λ >3 (figure 5a) that are maintained when unloaded. 

Assuming that solvent first fills these stable cavities but does not participate in rubber swelling, 

the corrected swelling that accounts for the presence of pre-existing voids is given by: 

 𝑄𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟(λ) =
𝑄(λ)−  ∆𝑉𝑉0

�
𝑟𝑒𝑠

1 − ∆𝑉
𝑉0
�
𝑟𝑒𝑠

 (12) 

∆Qcorr/Q0  is then calculated with equation 4 (see section 2.3) by substituting Q(λ) by Qcorr(λ), 

with ∆𝑉
𝑉0
�
𝑟𝑒𝑠

 is the residual (or permanent) volumetric strain provided in Figure 5a. Corrected 

values of volumetric strain ∆Qcorr/Q0 reasonably follow ∆V/V0. (filled data points, Figure 7b), 

showing DIC voids fraction and swollen pores fraction to comparably describe voiding 

mechanisms. 
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Figure 7. (a) Swelling ratio measured on EPDM-1, EPDM-2 and EPDM-3, versus maximum stretching ratio that 
specimens have undergone during mechanical testing, (b) relative swelling ratio calculated from figure 7a versus 
relative volumetric strain estimated from DIC for EPDM-1, EPDM-2 and EPDM-3. The continuous line is a plot of 
∆Q/Q0 =∆V/V0. Dotted line is a guide for the eyes and follows the experimental trend (unfilled data). 

The network chains density ν(λ) shown in Figure 8a (unfilled data) is estimated from Q(λ) 

(Figure 7a) by using equations 3-7. ν  progressively decreases and stabilizes or even increases in 

the case of EPDM-2. Using the previously described equivalence between DIC voiding and 

swollen pores, an estimate of ν(λ) via ∆V/V0 obtained by DIC can be provided by substituting Q 

by V in equations 3-7 and assuming 𝑣2 = 1/𝑉𝑟, with Vr is the “dry” volume of rubber that 

contain porosities (instead of swollen volume for the calculation of Qr) at a given deformation. 

The obtained ν is found to regularly decrease with applied stretching ratio (Figure 8a, continuous 

trends) and well followsν estimated by swelling up to values indicated by arrows. For 

deformations above arrows, trends deviate because permanent voids are not considered in the 

calculation of ν by swelling. The correction proposed in eq. 10 is applied by using Qcorr instead 

of Q and the corrected ν are plotted in Figure 8b (filled data) and found consistent with ν 

obtained by DIC (trend lines, Figure 8b). 
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From both approaches, namely DIC and swelling, network chains density, ν, is found to 

significantly decrease with applied deformation up to failure with a maximum relative decrease 

of -40%, -35% and -23% for EPDM-1, EPDM-2 and EPDM-3 respectively, consistent with void 

fraction of 24%, 17% and 11% for the same materials (Figure 4c).  

In addition to loss of chemical and physical bonds at filler/rubber interface, large decrease in ν is 

necessarily accompanied by sulphur-bond breakage and/or chains scission in the rubbery matrix. 

The entanglement density of EPDM being equal to 2-2.4.10-4 mol.cm-3,46 EPDM-2 and EPDM-3 

are over-crosslinked. It means that their average network chains densities which comprise both 

chemical crosslinks and trapped entanglements mostly occurs by sulphur bond breakage. In 

specific case of EPDM-2, average network chains density decreases down to entanglement 

density, suggesting more entanglement breakage to be activated at large deformation for such 

material. Contrarily, EPDM-1 is under-crosslinked and damage of chains network is mostly 

associated with chain scission. 

In conclusion, the chains network alteration upon stretching is accompanied by sulphur bond 

breakage and chain scission that induce the creation of reversible voids in the first stages of 

deformation (λ<3) and irreversible voids at higher deformation (λ>3). Such transition should be 

interpreted via more quantitative analysis of void size. 
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Figure 8. Network chain density, ν, estimated by swelling (data points) versus stretching ratio for EPDM-1, EPDM-
2 and EPDM-3 mechanically tested at different maximum strain, without residual volumetric strain correction (a), 
with corrections (b). Calculations of ν  are described in section 2.3 and corrections performed with the use of equ. 
12. ν  calculated by DIC volumetric strain is plotted with continuous lines. Arrows indicate deviation between 
swelling and DIC methods. Corrections to measure Qcorr using equation 12 can only be applied for specimen 
cyclically stretched, i.e. for which permanent volumetric strain is measured. Hence, such method is not applicable 
for specimen stretched up to failure (data at highest stretching ratios in figure 8a). 

DSC thermoporosimetry is used to provide an analyse of the size of damaged domains 

independently of previously described swelling experiments. Such method is based on the 

principle that solvent molecules crystallized in a rubber matrix are constrained to small volumes 

and form only relatively small crystallites. Owing to a decrease of the chemical potential of 

solvent molecules in polymer solution 47, they exhibit melting temperature depression. 

Crystallized swollen EPDM previously stretched at different λ are heated to access the melting 

behaviour as shown in Figure 9. Heating of EPDM-2 and EPDM-3 specimens is characterized by 

three endothermic peaks: Tm,1 and Tm,2 due to trapped solvent and 𝑇𝑚0 = 10°𝐶 the melting 

temperature of infinite pores (free solvent). As expected, the melting temperature of trapped 

solvent decreases with average network chains density, i.e. from EPDM-1 to EPDM-3, as 

previously shown for a series of vulcanized Natural Rubber (NR). 48 
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The two peak maxima of melting temperatures Tm,1 and Tm,2 slightly increase with applied 

stretching ratio, for EPDM-2, while only Tm,2 is increased for EPDM-3. A single peak maximum 

of the melting temperature in EPDM-1 is observed below 𝑇𝑚0 , but rapidly merges with free 

solvent melting because pore sizes reach the size of free solvent crystals, hence not possible to 

deconvolute. More strikingly, the intensity of the peak maximum at Tm,2 increases in detriment to 

the one of Tm,1 in both EPDM-2 and EPDM-3 with increased stretching ratio. These observations 

suggest an increase of pore size with applied deformation. However, their quantitative 

interpretation requires a deconvolution of melting profiles as discussed in the following. 

 

Figure 9. Heat flow versus temperature during heating for EPDM-1 (a), EPDM-2 (b) and EPDM-3 (c). Blue dotted 
lines represent the maximum peak intensity corresponding to melting of trapped solvent (Tm,1 and Tm,2) and red 
dotted lines show the free solvent melting peak. 

DSC thermoporosimetry profiles in Figure 9 are translated into pore size distribution for EPDM-

1, EPDM-2 and EPDM-3 via equations 9 and 10 detailed in section 2.4 (see also Supplementary 

Figure S4). The deduced normalized pore size L/Lf shows large distribution (Figure 10), 

consistent with previous NMR observations of network heterogeneities in filled vulcanized 

EPDM. 15,16  
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Moreover, the higher the average network chain density, the smaller the pore size distribution. 

This traduces a homogenization of the network chains density, occurring by crosslinking of 

largest pore domains while small pore domains remain unchanged. The latter observation 

confirms similitude of local network densities in domains made of shortest chains (right side of 

the curves in Figure 10) in all vulcanized EPDM samples while average network chain density 

obtained by swelling (Table 1) or thermoporosimetry (dotted lines in Figure 10) varies.  

 

Figure 10. Normalized intensity versus normalized pore size giving access to pore size distribution in undeformed 
EPDM-1, EPDM-2 and EPDM-3. The procedure and equations used are detailed in section 2.4 of the manuscript. 
Dotted lines show the average normalized pore size equal to 0.070, 0.055, 0.048 for EPDM-0, EPDM-1 and EPDM-
2 respectively. The average normalized pore sizes obtained for EPDM-1 and EPDM-2 are reported on Figure 11 at 
the corresponding axis value λ=1. 

The averaged L/Lf is calculated for different specimens that have experienced loading at various 

stretching ratios (Figure 11a) and is found to follow different regimes: in the initial steps of 

deformation (λ<3) only weak pore size modification is observed. At higher deformation (λ>3), 

the pore size increases with λ. Such transition is concomitant to transition in rise of swelling 

ratio upon loading (Figure 7a), and with transition from reversible to irreversible volumetric 

strain (Figure 5a) that might indicate the large voiding size contributing to their irreversibility. 
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Finally, like for swelling experiments (Figure 7a and Figure 8a), the pore size levels off for the 

highest λ. This is due to the presence of pre-existing stable voids that are initially filled by the 

solvent without being swollen which underestimates the average values of pore size. Assuming 

equiaxial re-opening of cavities upon swelling, the characteristic distance of chains network r in 

the un-swollen state can be deduced from the pore size L through the relation: 

𝐿 = 𝑄1/3𝑟 (13) 

In vulcanized rubber, r is the root-mean-square end-to-end distance �〈𝑅2〉 between nodes of the 

chains network. Assuming Gaussian chains statistics for the calculation of r, it comes: 

〈𝑅2〉 = 𝐶∞𝑛𝑙2 (14) 

with 𝐶∞ = 6.62 49 is the number of backbone bonds in one EPDM statistical segment, n is the 

average number of backbone bonds per monomer unit and l =2 Å is the average main-chain bond 

length. 𝑛 = 𝑀/𝑀0 with  𝑀 = 𝜌/𝜈 and M0 =35 g.mol-1 the weight-average molar mass of the 

network chains and of the monomer respectively. ρ =0.865 g.cm-3 is the bulk rubbery density and 

ν (mol.cm-3) is the network chains density (Table 1). The average distance between nodes of the 

chains network is then written:  

𝑟 = �
𝐶∞𝜌
𝜈𝑀0

�
1/2

𝑙 (15) 

Calculated distances between nodes of the elastic network in the relaxed state are 4.2, 4.7 and 6.9 

nm for EPDM-3, EPDM-2 and EPDM-1 respectively. From Eq. 11 and 13, the average swollen 

normalized pore size, deduced from the method proposed in section 2.4 and Figure S4, depends 

on the average crosslink density, following the relation: 
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𝐿
𝐿𝑓
𝑄−1/3 = 𝐾𝜈−1/2 (16) 

with K a constant equal to (𝐶∞𝜌/𝑀0)1/2𝑙/𝐿𝑓 . One might note that Gaussian approximation is 

used for developing Equation 16. Gaussian chains can be disturbed by the non-deformable filler 

particles dispersed in the elastomer matrix. 50 Here, assuming equiaxial reopening of the cavities 

upon swelling, Equation 2 adapted to swelling gives ∆𝑄/𝑄0 = 𝜆3 − 1. Hence, the maximum 

value of Qr = 3.6 (Figure 7a) corresponds to λ = 1.66, which is close to λ range of Gaussian 

behaviour [1;1.5] as discussed in Figure 4b, suggesting the Gaussian assumption to be adapted to 

describe L-ν  relationship. Equation 16 fits experimental data, with slope K defined in equation 

16, in the full strain range of stretched EPDM-1 and EPDM-2 (Figure 11b) and thus verifies the 

increased damage with stretching ratio to be associated with increased void size at network 

chains scale. 

  
Figure 11. (a) Normalized average pore size deduced from the methodology detailed in Supplementary Figure S4 
versus stretching ratio for EPDM-2 and EPDM-3. The series of thermoporosimetry experiments performed on 
EPDM-1 has too low network chain density so that associated pore sizes are in the range of pore sizes of the free 
solvent and melting peaks cannot be deconvoluted properly. (b) L/LfQ-1/3 versus ν-1/2 for EPDM-2 and EPDM-3. The 
dotted line is a regression fit y=Kx of experimental data with a slope K=0.0637 and R squared value of 0.898. 
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To sum up, various deformation regimes corresponding to strain-induced damage mechanisms 

have been described for a series of carbon-black filled vulcanized/unvulcanized EPDM and 

related to damage at network chains scale.  

In the low strain regime (λ<3), materials undergo reversible damage mechanisms. It is 

accompanied by reversible volumetric strain (Figure 5a), low permanent longitudinal 

deformation (Figure 5b), weak variation in swelling ratio (Figure 7a) and slow rise of swollen 

pore size (Figure 10a). Conformational changes that occur upon deformation can be argued to 

partly explain reversible volumetric strain. However, in the swollen state, polymer solvent 

interaction strongly influences chains conformation and might partially suppress the remaining 

chains conformation induced by mechanical loading, especially given the high swelling ratio 

values (Figure 7a). Slight increased swelling fraction and pore size are hence more related to 

localized, small and reversible voids which contribute to a slight increase in volumetric strain in 

the low deformation regime. Such voiding might be reflected by the damage of elastic network, 

as shown by a slight decrease in the network chains density in the initial steps of deformation 

(Figure 8). At such low deformations, pores sizes remain in the range of undamaged crosslinks 

distances (4-6 nm, cf. comments below equation 15). The chains network damage upon loading 

is associated with the loss of some network cross-links and the creation of dangling chains. 

Within the frame of the tube theory, 51 reduced topological constraints and eased relaxation of 

dangling chains during unloading favour reversible closing of small cavities via re-entanglement. 

In higher strain regime (3<λ<5), irreversible damage is accompanied by permanent volumetric 

strain (Figure 5a), rise in permanent longitudinal deformation (Figure 5b), large increase of 

swelling ratio (Figure 7a) and large rise of pore size (Figure 10a). Plastic deformation in filled 

rubber might favour voiding stability. However, quite low absolute value of permanent 
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deformation upon unloading especially for the series vulcanized EPDM samples (Figure 5b), 

suggests plasticity not being the major cause for permanent voiding. The asymmetrical shape of 

the volumetric strain curves and high hysteresis (Figure 2c, Figure 4c, Supplementary Figure 

S1c-S3c) suggest opening and closing cavities to be intrinsically different mechanisms. Void 

nucleation is a kinetic mechanism which depends on experimental time. A void nucleus 

spontaneously grows up to a critical size upon stretching so that elastic strain energy is high 

enough to compensate newly created surface energy 52 and makes them thermally stable, even 

after the load release. 53 Kinetics of closing cavities contrarily relates to a return to equilibrium 

state between existing surface tension and strain energy. Thermoporosimetry does not provide 

absolute values for pore sizes and only average pore sizes have been analysed for sake of 

simplicity. However, such unambiguous transition at λ=3 in pore size is expected to ease 

transition from reversible to irreversible voids occurring at same λ. 

At higher deformations, λ >5, both swelling ratio (arrows in Figure 7a, Figure 8a) and pore size 

(arrows in Figure 10a) reach threshold values, that we ascribe to the predominance of irreversible 

large voids that do not contribute to swelling behaviour. For surface energy of about 0.03 J/m2 

and for cavities of 100 nm, the effect of surface tension is negligible. 52 This size corresponds to 

the range of filler particles size observed by SEM (Figure 6b). Hence, such particle decohesion 

would yield in stable voiding. We thus suggest that, for λ >5, additionally to voiding occurring in 

the rubber matrix constrained between filler aggregates, damage is also expected to be 

accelerated by the nucleation of large cavity sites initiated by the decohesion of rigid filler and 

cluster that grow into the rubber matrix before yielding to macroscopic failure.  
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4. Conclusion 

Due to strain amplification in rubber matrix and stress localization at filler/rubber and 

filler/cluster interfaces, vulcanized filled rubbers exhibit significant damage mechanisms when 

deformed up to failure, as shown in this paper on a series of EPDM samples. The observation of 

large voiding volume fraction however suggests such damage being not only localized at the 

interfaces but also to develop into the rubber matrix, necessarily accompanied by a significant 

modification of the rubber chains network. To account for this, we developed an experimental 

method to identify the relationship between damage classically observed at macro-scale and 

alteration of elastically active chains network. Voids fraction measured via Digital Image 

Correlation (DIC) and Flory-Rehner equation have been combined to estimate in situ, i.e. during 

mechanical testing, the modification of network chains density,ν. From this approach, two strain 

regimes have been identified: (i) at λ <3, reversible voiding is accompanied with slight decrease 

of ν and (ii) at λ >3 voiding becomes irreversible and ν  significantly decrease with strain. We 

propose then, as revealed by ex situ thermoporosimetry, the transition from reversible to 

irreversible regime to be dominated by increased void sizes of rubber network domains ensuring 

their thermal stability. It could be of interest in future works to corroborate this by in situ 

measurements combining micro-computed tomography (µCT) and Small Angle X-Ray 

Scattering (SAXS) to access the full pore size distribution. We finally show that DIC can be 

easily used to monitor the progress of network chains damage during the uniaxial deformation of 

rubber systems. It could be profitable to generalize the understanding of molecular mechanisms 

at the origin of macroscopic damage in rubber systems, not only under single uniaxial tension, 

but in more industrially processes such as mechanical devulcanization, irradiation of electric 

cables, dynamic crack propagation in tires.  
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